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Abstract 

Natural Killer (NK) cell, a crucial player of the human innate immune defense system, detects and 

kills virus-infected cells and cancer cells. Although the relevant molecular machineries involved in 

NK cell activation and NK-target cell interactions are largely known, how their collected dynamics 

regulate fast yet highly selective target cell killing in the complex environment of tissues is poorly 

understood. In traditional bulk killing assays, heterogeneity and kinetic details of individual NK-

target cell interactions are masked, seriously limiting analysis of the underlying dynamic 

mechanisms. Therefore, the aim of my PhD study is to develop quantitative microscopy assays to 

elucidate, at the single cell level, real-time killing dynamics of epithelial cancer cells by primary 

NK cells purified from human blood. Results from my study not only identified the rate-limiting 

kinetics in NK-cancer cell interaction and mechanistically relevant heterogeneity in the process, 

but also characterized key molecular events and regulatory components of the NK cell machinery 

that were associated with the observed cytotoxic dynamics and heterogeneity. NK cells are 

considered promising candidate for cancer treatment, especially for eliminating residual cancer 

cells after conventional therapy. The fundamental knowledge acquired from my PhD study, in 

particular regarding how killing by primary NK cell varies between different target cancer cell 

types, provides new mechanistic insight that may help to develop this treatment strategy. And the 

quantitative microscopy assays that I developed are readily extendable to analysis of other cell-cell 

interaction dynamics, e.g., involved in cytotoxic T cell function. 
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Chapter 1    Introduction 

1.1 Basic characteristics of Natural Killer (NK) cell  

Natural killer (NK) cell is large granular lymphocyte that can kill virus-infected 

cells and cancer cells without prior stimulation1,2, thus belonging to the innate immune 

system. NK cells were first discovered in the 1970s in mice3–7. Based on its morphology, 

expression of lymphoid surface markers and origin from lymphoid progenitor cells, NK 

cell was subsequently classified as lymphocytes1,5,6,8. Early studies of NK cell already 

showed it can spontaneously exert selective and rapid cytolytic activity towards certain 

cancer cells without involvement of antibody activity5,6. Given such unique functional 

characteristics and the largely lack of surface makers similar to B and T lymphocyte, NK 

cell was later defined as a new subset of lymphocytes5–7. NK cell was present in many 

mammals, including human, rat and horse9–21. Although there are specie-specific 

differences in the characteristics of NK cell, and also disagreement on whether NK cell is 

yet another type of T cell, most findings in the literature support NK cell is a unique 

subset of lymphocyte because of its ability to eliminate abnormal cells in the absence of 

antibody or stimulation by other innate immune cell types3–7,9–17,22.  

NK cells comprise about 5% to 15% of the human peripheral blood lymphocytes 

(PBL)23–26. NK cells are also distributed in peripheral tissues and organs, including the 

lung, liver, spleen, bone marrow, lymph node, thymus and uterus (during 

pregnancy)23,24,27–29. NK cell expresses a number of characteristic surface makers, which 

are summarized in Table 1.1 based on the review by Robertson and Ritz1. However, most 
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of these surface markers are also expressed by other immune cell types. Therefore, there 

are inherent limitations in using any surface marker alone to identify or purify NK cell. 

In a typical cell sorting protocol to purify the NK cell population from blood sample, 

granulocytes, including basophil, eosinophil and neutrophil, are first separated from 

lymphocytes and monocytes by density gradient centrifugation. Then, by flow cytometry 

and with the lymphocyte gating on forward scattering (FSC) and side scattering (SSC) 

features, the monocytes are excluded30–32. And finally the absence of CD3 on NK cells 

separates the NK cell population from T cells. Given that most NK cells express CD56, 

NK cells are defined and identified phenotypically as CD56+ CD3- lymphocytes1,30,31,33. 

 

Table 1.1. Expression level of surface markers of NK cells and other immune cell types 

showed differences (data taken from reference 1).  

 NK cells T cells Monocytes Neutrophils 

 
 
 

Surface 
Markers 

 

CD2 70-90% >95% <5% <5% 

CD3 0% >95% 0% 0% 

CD8 30-40% 30-40% <5% <5% 

CD11b 80-90% 10-15% >90% >90% 

CD15 <5% <5% 60-80% >95% 

CD16 80-90% <5% 10-15% >95% 

CD56 >95% <5% <5% <5% 

 

 

NK cells can be further divided into two subsets based on surface expression levels 

of CD16 and CD56, namely CD16brightCD56dim and CD16dimCD56bright
31,34–36. The 
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CD16brightCD56dim NK cell subset accounts for 90% of the circulating human NK cells in 

the blood, while the CD16dimCD56bright
 subset accounts for the other 10%34–37. However, 

almost 100% of NK cells found in the secondary lymphoid tissue belong to the 

CD16dimCD56bright subset. The change of CD56 expression level from CD56bright in the 

circulating blood to CD56dim in tissue is likely a continuous process in NK cell 

development31,38,39. Moreover, the two subsets of NK cells are known to have distinct 

functions. Specifically, the CD16brightCD56dim NK cells have high cytolytic capacity, thus 

playing the main cytotoxic role in recognizing and eliminating abnormal cells35,36,39–41. 

Meanwhile, the CD16dimCD56bright subset act mainly as immuno-modulating cells to 

secrete inflammatory cytokines, such as IFN-γ and TNF-α, which subsequently activate 

other immune cell types towards a global immune response34,36–42. 

 

1.2 Target recognition by NK cell through activating and inhibitory receptors 

NK cell activity against abnormal targets is mainly regulated by collective signaling 

transmitted by the competing activating and inhibitory receptors on NK cell surface. 

Every NK cell expresses a series of activating receptors, which recognize distinct ligands 

on virus-infected and cancer cells, as well as various inhibitory receptors, which 

recognize MHC class I (MHCI) molecules expressed by all nucleated cells43. Under non-

stimulated conditions, the inhibitory receptors on NK cell surface prevent NK cells from 

killing the normal cells by interacting with their MHCI molecules. Upon binding to the 

activating ligands on abnormal cells, signaling from the activating receptors on NK cell 

outweighs the inhibitory signaling, thus activating the cytotoxic activity of NK cell 

towards the desired target43–45. In general, the overall balance of activating and inhibitory 
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signaling determines the extent of NK cell response and the outcome of NK-target cell 

interaction (Fig. 1.1 and Table 1.2)46–49.  

The major group of inhibitory receptors expressed by human NK cells that 

recognize classical MHCI molecules (i.e., HLA-A, -B and –C) are Killer cell 

Immunoglobulin-like Receptors (KIRs)46. And NKG2A (CD94/CD159a) is the other 

important NK cell inhibitory receptor that specifically engages non-classical MHCI 

molecule, HLA-E46,47. Reactivity of NK cell is believed to be calibrated by the self-

MHCI molecule environment, and the number and/or strength of inhibitory receptor-

MHCI interactions appeared to correlate with the effectiveness of abnormal cell 

elimination by NK cells. Compared to the small number of inhibitory receptors with a 

common inhibition mechanism, there is a much wider spectrum of NK cell activating 

receptors that trigger diverse signaling cascades, which probably evolve to respond to 

diverse aberrant ligands expressed by different virus-infected cells and transformed cells. 

The activating receptors of human NK cell can be roughly categorized into three 

subgroups based on their interacting partners, including: (1) those associated with 

immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM)-containing adaptor proteins; (2) 

those associated with non-ITAM; and (3) those associated with integrin46. Although the 

precise orchestration of signaling from the different inhibitory and activating receptors is 

still under investigation, it is generally accepted that collective activities of multiple NK 

cell receptors, rather than individual receptor-ligand interactions, is required to fully 

activate NK cell cytotoxic activity46,48. 
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Figure 1.1. Competing inhibitory and activating signaling that the NK cell receives 

through conjugation of various classes of NK cell receptors and their interacting ligands 

on target cell surface (figure taken from reference 49).  
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Table 1.2. Surface receptors of human NK cells and their respective interacting ligands 

on target cell (data taken from reference 46 and 47).  

Receptor Ligand Function 

KIR2DL1 (CD158a) HLA-C2 Inhibitory 

KIR2DL2/3  (CD158b) HLA-C1 Inhibitory 

KIR3DL1 HLA- Bw4 Inhibitory 

KIR3DL2 HLA-A11/A3 Inhibitory 

NKG2A(CD94/CD159a) HLA-E Inhibitory 

KIR2DS1 HLA-C2 Activating 

FcγRIII (CD16) IgG Activating 

NKG2C(CD94/CD159c) HLA-E Activating 

CD2 LFA-3 (CD58) Co-activating 

NKG2D (CD314) ULBPs, MICA, MICB Co-activating 

NKp30 (CD337) B7-H6 Co-activating 

NKp44 (CD336)  Co-activating 

NKp46 (CD335)  Co-activating 

2B4 (CD244) CD48 Co-activating 

DNAM-1 (CD226) PVR (CD155), Nectin-2 
(CD112) Co-activating, adhesion 

LFA-1 (CD11a/CD18) ICAM-1 (CD54) Co-activating, adhesion, 
granule polarization 

*Co-activating receptors are classified as receptors that do not induce strong activating 

signal by themselves and only activate NK cell in the presence of other co-activating 

receptors46. 
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In addition to regulation by the different surface receptors, activity of the NK cells 

is also regulated by various cytokines. Recent data showed that NK cells require priming 

by distinct cytokines in order to achieve full effector potential, highlighting the intricate 

interactions between NK cells and other components of the immune system. For instance, 

NK cells are known to respond to interleukin 2 (IL-2), IL-12, IL-15 and IFNs (α, β and γ), 

which enhance NK cell’s proliferation as well as cytolytic, secretory and anticancer 

functions59,61.  

Upon viral infection, NK cells are recruited to the site of infection by chemokines, 

while transformed cells, such as cancer, likely first encounter and interact with peripheral 

blood and tissue-resident NK cell in their neighborhood48–50. When NK cell gets in 

contact with an abnormal target, a series of well controlled molecular events occur in 

sequence, including NK cell adhesion, receptor-ligand conjugation and signaling, lytic 

granule polarization and degranulation or activation of other cytotoxic mode, and 

cytokine production (e.g., IFN-γ) by NK cells48,49,51,52. However, it is not yet clear which 

receptor-ligand interactions provide the initial signals for target recognition and 

engagement, and which account for turning on a particular cytotoxic mechanism of NK 

cell (refer to discussions below).  

 

1.3 Major cytotoxic mechanisms of NK cell 

NK cell can elicit direct target cell killing through multiple cytotoxic mechanisms, 

including lytic granule-mediate apoptosis, death ligand-mediated apoptosis, and necrosis 

(Fig. 1.2)1,2,31,51,53–55. The lytic granule-mediated cytotoxicity is considered the principal 

pathway by which NK cells kill and eliminate abnormal cells2,56. Upon formation of 
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proper cytolytic conjugation with target cell, lytic granules that contain perforin and 

granzymes (a type of protease) are polarized and translocate from NK cell into the target 

cell in an oriented manner through membrane pores formed by perforin. Granzymes are 

subsequently released inside the target and induce target cell death through proteolysis 

and intrinsic apoptosis1,2,51,56,57. The second major cytotoxic mechanism of NK cells is 

mediated by death receptor-ligand interaction. NK cells are known to express a variety of 

death ligands, such as Fas ligand (FasL), tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and TNF-related 

apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL). Through ligation of these death ligands with their 

respective cognate death receptors expressed on the target cell surface, target cell death is 

activated by death receptor-mediated extrinsic apoptosis2,51,58. Compared to the above 

two signaling pathways to apoptosis, target cell death by NK cell-induced necrosis is 

only reported in a few studies and it is unclear whether such cytotoxic mode is relevant at 

the physiological level or only occurs in in vitro NK cell killing assays54,55.  

In addition to triggering direct cytotoxicity, another major function of NK cell is to 

activate other immune cell types by secreting effector cytokines and chemokines that 

influence the host’s immune response1,2,31,51,59. Interferon gamma (IFN-γ) is considered a 

particularly important NK cell-secreted cytokine and NK cell is the major cell type that 

secrets IFN-γ upon inflammatory response51,60–62. For instance, IFN-γ produced by NK 

cell can trigger antigen-presenting cells (APCs) to up-regulate expression of MHCI 

molecules and activate macrophage to kill intracellular pathogens63,64. IFN-γ from NK 

cell also contributes to activate T helper cells and the subsequent adaptive immune 

response1,2,51,53,62. It is well established that NK cell exerts control over parasitic 

infections, mostly through IFN-γ production59.  
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Figure 1.2 Major cytotoxic mechanisms and functions of NK cell (figure taken from 

reference 51). 

A 

B 

C 
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1.4 NK cell activity against virus-infected and cancer targets 

As mentioned in section 1.2, NK cells can recognize and kill abnormal cells that 

express few or no MHC-I proteins on the cell surface. MHC-I molecules are recognized 

by various inhibitory receptors on NK cell surface, which upon binding to their 

respective ligands on target cell surface, block the cytotoxic activity of NK cells43. As 

MHC-I molecules are constitutively expressed on all nucleated cells and often down-

regulated as a result of viral infection or cellular transformation, this missing-self 

recognition mechanism allows NK cells to selectively eliminate infected and transformed 

cells and to spare normal, healthy cells43–45. Therefore, virus-infected cells and cancer 

cells are the two major targets for NK cells. NK cell response and function have been 

evaluated with respect to a wide range of viral infections, including the arenaviruses,  

herpesviruses, herpes simplex virus, orthomyxoviruses (influenza virus) and  

picornaviruses60,65–73. NK cells are recruited to the site of infection by chemokines and 

perform their cytotoxic function mainly through perforin-dependent cytotoxicity,  IFN-γ 

secretion and sometimes death ligands induced programmed death48. NK cells also 

contribute to the control of parasitic infections, mostly through IFN-γ production48. 

Although NK cells have been found to respond to infections triggered by other classes of 

pathogens, the best evidence for their importance in immune defense is with viruses60. 

The most well-known mechanism underlying the antitumor activity of NK cells is 

through upregulation of ligands for NK cell activation receptors and/or loss of MHC-I 

molecules on tumor cells48. While cytotoxic NK cells directly eliminate tumor cells, 

regulatory NK cells are believed to also play an important role in the antitumor activity 

by orchestrating the complex interaction of other immune cell types through secreted 
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cytokines and chemokines24,74,75. Increasing evidence demonstrates that a wide variety of 

immune cell types are constituents of the tumor and tumor microenvironment, playing 

critical roles in modulating oncogenesis, metastasis and tumor response to 

chemotherapy1,26,51,74,76,77. The immunogenicity of tumor is believed to originate from 

tumor-specific antigen peptides, generated by mutation or viral infection26,78. These 

antigens are either presented on the cancer cell surface, e.g., by major histocompatibility 

(MHC) molecules, or released, subsequently activating anticancer T cell or NK cell 

response directly or through macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs). An emerging 

hallmark of malignant cancer is its capability to evade the above immune detection and 

elimination1,51,76. For instance, diverse tumor types were found to downregulate MHCI 

molecules, which attenuates their recognition by CD8+ T cell, significantly damping the 

antitumor T cell response79,80. In contrast to T cells, lower expression of MHCI 

molecules enhances target recognition by NK cell and the subsequent NK cell-mediated 

cytotoxicity, due to reduced inhibitory signaling through the inhibitory receptors, 

KIRs44,46,51,79,81. Moreover, cancer cells often upregulate surface expression of ligands, 

such as the NKG2D ligands (MICA, MICB and ULBPs), which are binding partners of 

the activating receptors of NK cell52,82–86. The above features render cancer cells more 

sensitive to NK cell killing, making NK cell potentially a better therapeutic candidate for 

adoptive cell transfer to treat cancer51,76.    

Most previous studies examined the dynamic control of NK-cancer cell interaction 

and its mechanistic basis using ensemble killing assays86–90. Although informative, such 

ensemble-averaged results are intrinsically deficient, especially at the quantitative level, 

as NK-cancer cell interaction naturally occurs at the individual cell level. Single cell 
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studies of NK-cancer cell interaction are comparatively limited, yet they already 

provided intriguing new kinetic data that were missed by traditional bulk assays54,91–93. 

For instance, by utilizing microchip-based time-lapse imaging, a number of research 

groups quantified individual NK-cancer cell interactions and uncovered several 

interesting characteristics of NK cell activity, including: (1) NK cells operate 

independently when lysing a single cancer cell92; (2) lysis is most probable during an NK 

cell’s first encounter with a target92; (3) approximately half of the NK cells do not kill 

any cancer targets at all, whereas a small population of NK cells were responsible for the 

majority of cancer cell killing54; and (4) secretion of interferon-γ (IFN-γ) occurs most 

often from NK cells that become the least motile upon conjugation with a cancer target, 

and is largely independent of cytolysis92. These findings demonstrate the unique 

advantage of using single cell analysis to investigate the rate-limiting kinetics and cell-to-

cell variability underlying the NK-cancer cell interaction process. However, crucial 

questions remain unresolved, e.g., whether activity of primary NK cells and cultured NK 

cell line differs, how NK cell differentially activates different cytotoxic pathways, and 

how NK cell activity varies against normal and cancer targets as well as distinct cancer 

types. I therefore aim to investigate these unresolved questions in my PhD study by 

employing quantitative single cell imaging. 

1.5 Cancer immunotherapy 

Immunotherapy is broadly classified as a medical treatment of disease by inducing, 

enhancing, or suppressing the immune response2,94,95. In recent years, immunotherapy 

has attract great interest from both basic scientists and clinicians, particularly given its 

promising potential to treat cancer. Cancer immunotherapy exerts therapeutic effect by 
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modulating the body’s own immune system to help fight cancer, which are mainly 

achieved  in two ways: either via stimulating the patients’ immune system to work harder 

or smarter to attack cancer cells or providing the immune system with in vitro stimulating  

components, such as synthetic immune system proteins96.  

The first cancer immunotherapy in fact was developed in the 1890s by William B. 

Coley, who is known as the “Father of Immunotherapy”. This first generation cancer 

immunotherapy used a mixed bacterial vaccine of heat-inactivated Streptococcus 

pyogenes and Serratia marcescens, famously known as the “Coley Toxin”, to treat cancer 

patients97–99. Nowadays, immunotherapy is a very active area of cancer research. Many 

basic scientists and clinicians are exploring new technologies and strategies for cancer 

immunotherapy. In 2018, four reviews on cancer immunotherapy were published in the 

same issue of SCIENCE (Vol 359, Issue 6382)100–103. It is obvious that cancer 

immunotherapy plays a more and more important role in the development of more 

effective anticancer therapy. The above four reviews describe opportunities and 

challenges for cancer immunotherapy from four treatment approaches, that is, 

personalized vaccines102, chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell101, microbiome in 

cancer immunotherapy100and immune checkpoint blockade103. In these reviews, the 

scientists analyzed the mechanism, therapeutic effects and applications as well as the 

commercialization prospects of these treatment approaches. They also pointed out that a 

more personalized approach will become more important and that new immunotherapies 

and immunotherapy-based combination approaches will likely become the main 

treatment modality for cancer treatment in the near future. 

There are currently two major types of cancer immunotherapy, which are 
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summarized and classified in figure1.3. One works through the activation of immune 

cells, including cancer vaccines, agonists of the immune system, immune checkpoint 

inhibitors and cellular therapy. The second type works by targeting and inactivating the 

tumor, using bacterial toxins, oncolytic viruses and monoclonal antibodies. Since 

bacterial toxins and oncolytic viruses are highly toxic and with activity that may not be 

easily controllable, now monoclonal antibodies are more commonly used to target tumors. 

Monoclonal antibodies mostly involve synthetic versions of immune system proteins, 

which are designed to attack a specific part of the tumor cell.  

 

Cancer
Immunotherapy

Activate
Immune cells

Naked
Monoclonal Abs

Target tunor

Radio-
Immunotherapy

Ab-drug
conjugates

Immunotoxins/
Oncolytic viruses

Vaccines
Oncolytic viruses

Checkpoint
antagonists

Stimulatory
agonisis

Cellular
therapies

 

Figure 1.3. Summary and classification of current approaches to cancer immunotherapy.  
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Among the new generation of cancer immunotherapies, the CAR-T cell therapy is 

seen as the front runner in cellular therapies, while the CTLA-4 and PD-1 Checkpoint 

antagonists are the most advanced in research and also clinical application. The NK cell 

immunotherapy has also obtained significant breakthrough in recent years. Although 

research on NK cell immunotherapy started comparatively late, the therapeutic 

development of CAR-engineered NK cells for treating various malignant tumors has 

made significant progress. It was reported that human NK cell line, NK-92, and primary 

NK cells that were engineered to express an EGFR-specific CAR targeting both wtEGFR 

and EGFRvIII showed the feasibility and efficacy of EGFR-CAR-armed NK cell activity 

against glioblastoma104. Meanwhile, more and more studies focusing on elucidating the 

immune checkpoint molecules affecting NK cell activity are also carried out105. The 

review by Beldi-Ferchiou Asma et al. nicely summarized the different immune 

checkpoint molecules expressed on NK cell surface and their respective functions (refer 

to Table1.3 taken from the review, reference 105)105. Results from my PhD study on the 

target dependence of NK cell cytotoxic activity on inhibitory and activating NK cell 

receptors also provided new insight for understanding the immune checkpoint molecules 

of NK cells towards distinct cancer targets. 
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Table 1.3. Overview of immune checkpoint molecules expressed on NK cells: pattern of 

expression, ligands, and impact on NK cell functions (table taken from reference 105). 

Inhibitory 
Immune 

Inhibitory Immune Inhibitory Immune Inhibitory Immune 

PD-1 

Activated T and B 
cells, NK cells, 
natural killer T 
(NKT) cells, ILC-2 
cells and myeloid 
cells. 

PD-L1 (B7-H1) and 
PD-L2 (B7-DC) 

Inhibition of NK cell 
cytolytic activity and 
cytokine production. 

CTLA-4 

Treg cells, Activated 
T and B cells, 
Activated mouse NK 
cells, Human NK 
cells? 

B7-1 and B7-2 

Inhibition of mouse 
NK-cell IFN-γ 
production. Direct 
effect on human NK 
cells not documented. 

TIM-3 NK, T, NKT and 
myeloid cells. 

Galectin-9 
HMGB1 
CEACAM1 

Dual role 
(inhibition/activation of 
NK cell functions)  
depending on the 
experimental or linical 
setting. 

T Cell 
Immunoglobuli
n and ITIM 
Domain 
(TIGIT) 

NK cells, T cells. CD112 (PVRL2) 
CD155 (PVR) 

Inhibition of NK cell 
functions. 

LAG-3 

Activated T and NK 
cells, Treg, B cells, 
plasmacytoid 
dendritic cell (DC), 
NKT 

MHC class II 
molecules 

The impact of LAG-3 
on NK cell functions is 
controversial and not 
well documented 

Inhibitory 
KIRs 

NK cells, CD8 T 
cells. 

MHC class I 
molecules 

Inhibition of NK cell 
functions. 

NKG2A NK cells, CD8 T 
cells. 

HLA-E (non-
classical 
MHC class I 
molecule) 

Inhibition of NK cell 
functions. 
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1.6 Objective of the study 

The overall objective of my PhD study is to investigate the rate-limiting kinetics 

and heterogeneity in NK-cancer cell interaction, and elucidate the underlying molecular 

and cellular mechanisms. By monitoring NK-target cell interaction at the single cell level 

using several live-cell fluorescent reporters and time-lapse imaging, I first measured 

kinetics of primary NK cells and cultured NK cell line, NK92-MI, against a model cancer 

cell line, U-2 OS, which revealed differential killing dynamics mediated by distinct 

cytotoxic pathways. I then further examined how cytotoxic dynamics of primary NK 

cells were differentially activated against one normal and four cancer cell lines that 

showed variable sensitivity to NK cell killing. By perturbing NK-target cell interaction 

using neutralizing antibodies to block activity of specific NK cell receptors and 

correlating the data with flow cytometry analysis of surface ligand expression on the 

target cells, I pinpointed key regulatory components of the NK cell machinery that 

control NK cell cytotoxic activity. Overall, my PhD study not only provided novel and 

original results that elucidated the dynamic control of NK-target cell interaction through 

collective signaling from multiple signaling pathways and molecular interactions but also 

revealed new mechanistic insight that may guide development of NK cell therapy in the 

clinical context. 
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Chapter 2    Research Methodology 

2.1 Isolation of primary NK cells from human blood 

Primary human NK cells were isolated from fresh human buffy coat (within 24 

hours of blood donation) obtained from the Hong Kong Red Cross. Briefly, human buffy 

coat was diluted in plain RPMI1640 medium (Gibco, Thermo Fisher) and gently added 

onto the top of Ficoll-Paque Plus solution (GE Healthcare), followed by low speed 

centrifugation. After the centrifugation, four layers appeared as a result of the density 

gradient and differential migration. The upper layer is plasma. The interface between the 

plasma and the Ficoll-Paque Plus solution is the layer of Peripheral Blood Mononuclear 

Cells (PBMCs), which mainly consist of lymphocytes, monocytes and a small amount of 

platelets. The bottom layer below the Ficoll-Paque Plus solution is erythrocytes and 

granulocyte. NK cell population was further purified from the PBMCs by negative 

selection using the EasySep Human NK Cell Enrichment Kit (STEMCELL 

Technologies), according to manufacturer’s protocol. Based on my experience of primary 

NK cell isolation from human blood samples, in the summer months (mostly from late 

June to early September) the quality of isolated primary human NK cells was not as 

stable and consistent as those obtained in the rest of the year. The large variation in 

primary NK cells size, the often extremely high (>12%) or low (<3%) primary NK cells 

yield and also low percentage of CD56+ population of the isolated cells were strong 

evidences that indicated the poor quality of the NK cell prep in the summer months. The 

storage condition of the fresh human buffy coat and variation of the blood donors’ 
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healthy condition might the two most possible factors that led to poor prep quality. For 

all experiments, I only used NK cell prep with purity higher than 90% (measured by 

FACS analysis of CD56 staining). Isolated human NK cells were either used immediately 

for experiments or cultured for 3 days at a density of 1x106 cells/ml in RPMI 1640 

medium (Gibco, Thermo Fisher) containing 10 ng/ml recombinant human IL-2 (Gibco, 

Thermo Fisher), 10% heat-inactivated Fetal Calf Serum (FCS, Gibco, Thermo Fisher), 

100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo Fisher), prior to usage. 

 

2.2 Cell line and cell culture 

The cultured NK cell line, NK-92MI (CRL-2408, ATCC), was maintained in 

MyeloCult H5100 Medium (STEMCELL Technologies). Isolated primary human NK 

cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco, Thermo Fisher) containing 10 

ng/ml recombinant human IL-2 (Gibco, Thermo Fisher), 10% heat-inactivated Fetal Calf 

Serum (FCS, Gibco, Thermo Fisher), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin 

(Gibco, Thermo Fisher). The normal and cancer cell lines were cultured in appropriate 

medium supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS, Gibco, Thermo Fisher), 100 

U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo Fisher). Specifically, U-2 

OS was maintained in McCoy's 5A (Modified) Medium; MCF7 was maintained in RPMI 

1640 Medium; SMMC-7721, HeLa and LO2 were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagles Medium (DMEM). 
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2.3 Generation of fluorescent reporter cell lines and isogenic clones 

The retroviral Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) construct that reports on 

granzyme-B proteolytic activity is a generous gift from Dr. Paul Choi (Genome Institute 

of Singapore) and consists of a cyan (CFP) and a yellow (YFP) fluorescent protein linked 

by a peptide substrate, VGPDFGR, specific to granzyme-B91. The FRET construct that 

reports on caspase-8 activity is a generous gift from Dr. Peter Sorger (Department of 

Systems Biology, Harvard Medical School) and consists of CFP and YFP fused by a 

peptide linker, GLRSGGIETDGGIETDGGSGST, which is a substrate specific to 

caspase-858. LO2, SMMC-7721, U-2 OS, HeLa and MCF7 cells were infected with the 

retroviral granzyme-B FRET construct and/or transfected with the regular caspase-8 

FRET plasmid. Moreover, I further infected the reporter cells with a retroviral construct, 

IMS-RP, which encodes a monomeric red fluorescent protein targeted to the inter-

membrane space of mitochondria by fusion to the leader peptide of SMAC (a generous 

gift from Dr. Peter Sorger, Harvard Medical School58). By monitoring the abrupt 

transition from punctate to smooth localization of IMS-RP fluorescence, mitochondrial 

outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP), i.e., the committed step leading to the onset 

of apoptosis, can be scored relative to FRET signal change by live-cell imaging. Then, 

isogenic clones were selected to generate stable FRET reporter and IMS-RP reporter cell 

lines. All the isogenic clones had been profiled in co-culture with both the NK cell line, 

NK-92MI, and primary NK cells to examine their sensitivity to NK cell killing. The 

isogenic clones which exhibited the sensitivity to primary NK cell killing that was most 

similar to their respective parental lines were selected as the model fluorescence reporter 

clones for performing the live-cell imaging assays. 
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2.4 Chemicals, siRNA oligo and neutralizing antibodies 

Ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA, Sigma-Aldrich) was used at 0.8 mM to 

chelate calcium in the culture medium and block the calcium flux inside the cells. 

Concanamycin A (CMA, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used at 1 μM as a saturating 

dosage and titrated down to 10, 5, 4, and 2 nM to inhibit perforin activity.  LysoBrite 

(AAT Bioquest) was used to stain the lytic granule for live-cell tracking, according to 

manufacturer’s protocol. 

SiRNA oligo to silence caspase-8 (5’-UGGAUUUGCUGAUUACCUAuu-3’) was 

custom synthesized by Dharmacon and used at a final concentration of 40 nM. On-Target 

plus siControl (D-001810-01, Dharmacon) was used as non-targeting siRNA control. All 

siRNA transfections were performed using HiPerFect (Qiagen). Experiments were 

conducted after 48 hours of gene silencing.  

To block the activity of various NK cell receptors and ligands, the following 

neutralizing antibodies were used. The anti-Fas neutralizing antibody (human, Clone 

ZB4, EMD Millipore) was used at 1.5 μg/ml. Purified anti-human HLA-A,B,C antibody 

(Clone W6/32, Biolegend) was used at 5 μg/ml. CD94 (Clone DX22, Biolegend), 

NKG2D (Clone 1D11, Biolegend), NKp46 (Clone 9E2, Biolegend), DNAM-1 (Clone 

11A8, Biolegend) were used at 10 μg/ml. 

 

2.5 Time-lapse microscopy and image analysis 

Cells were plated in 24-well glass-bottom imaging plate (MatTek) or 96-well μ-plate 

(ibidi), and cultured in CO2-independent medium without phenol red (Gibco, Thermo 
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Fisher) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FCS, 4 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml 

penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin. Cells were imaged by a Nikon Eclipse TE-2000 

inverted microscope with either a 20X phase contrast objective (NA = 0.75) or a 20X 

plan Apo objective (NA = 0.95). The microscope was enclosed in a humidified chamber 

maintained at 37°C. Images were acquired every 2, 4 or 10 minutes, varied between 

experiments. Images were viewed and analyzed using the MetaMorph software 

(Molecular Devices). Target cell death was scored morphologically by blebbing followed 

by cell lysis. The onset of apoptosis is scored by an abrupt transition from punctate to 

smooth localization of the mitochondria reporter, IMS-RP. The specific cytotoxic mode 

that led to target cell death was scored based on granzyme-B or caspase-8 specific FRET 

signal. To quantify the time courses of FRET signal, an automatic cell tracking program 

based on Matlab, which was developed by Dr. Bo Huang (Senior Research Assistant of 

our research group), was used. The program consists of image analysis procedures that 

sequentially segment the individual cells, track them in time, as well as measure and ratio 

the cellular CFP and YFP fluorescence intensity.  

 

2.6 Flow cytometry 

Cancer cells were collected, washed once and then re-suspended in cell staining 

buffer (Biolegend). 1x106 cells were then stained with different dye-conjugated primary 

antibodies at 1 µg/ml or 5 µg/ml in 100 µl cell staining buffer for 30 minutes at 4°C. The 

stained cells were washed once in the staining buffer and once in PBS, then stained with 

Zombie NIR fixable viability kit (Biolegend) at 1:30 dilution in PBS for 20 minutes at 
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room temperature. After staining, the cells were washed once and re-suspended in the 

cell staining buffer. Fluorescence intensities of the surface markers were analyzed by 

flow cytometry measurement conducted with a FACSCanto II cytometer (BD 

Biosciences). Primary antibodies and the corresponding control used for this analysis 

include: FITC Mouse IgG1 κ Isotype Control Antibody (Clone MOPC-21, Biolegend), 

FITC anti-human HLA-A,B,C (Clone W6/32, Biolegend), FITC anti-human ICAM-

1/CD54 Antibody (Clone DX2, Biolegend), FITC anti-human Fas /CD95 Antibody 

(Clone DX2, Biolegend), APC Mouse IgG1 κ Isotype Control Antibody (Clone MOPC-

21, Biolegend), APC anti-human Nectin-2/ CD112 Antibody (Clone TX31, Biolegend), 

APC anti-human PVR/ CD155 Antibody (Clone SKII.4, Biolegend), PE Mouse IgG2b κ 

Isotype Control Antibody (Clone MPC-11, Biolegend), Human MICA PE-conjugated 

Antibody (Clone 159227, R&D Systems), Human MICB PE-conjugated Antibody 

(Clone 236511, R&D Systems), Human ULBP-2/5/6 PE-conjugated Antibody (Clone 

165903, R&D Systems). 
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Chapter 3   Quantitative characteristics of 

cytotoxic dynamics of primary human NK cell at 

the single cell level 

 

3.1 Cytotoxic dynamics of primary human NK cell are distinct from cultured NK 

cell line, NK92-MI 

To quantitatively elucidate the cytotoxic dynamics of primary NK cells against 

adherent cancer target, I first measured the killing activity of primary NK cell in 

comparison with a widely studied model NK cell line, NK92-MI, by live-cell imaging. 

NK-92MI cell line was generated by Tam YK, et al., by transfecting an MFG-hIL2 vector 

which contained human IL-2 cDNA to the parental cell line NK-92106. As IL-2 is an 

important cytokine promoting NK cell viability and cytotoxicity, and also that the NK-

92MI as well as its parental cell line, NK-92, lack KIRs that inhibit NK cell killing 

activity via KIRs-MHCI molecule conjugation, NK-92MI is highly activated and exhibits 

strong cytotoxicity towards a broad range of targets46,106–108. In the past decades, 

numerous studies had been carried out with the NK-92MI cell line, and plenty of NK cell 

killing mechanisms were characterized using NK-92MI as a human NK cell model. 

According to results in the literature, the superior killing activity of NK-92MI cells were 

mainly through perforin and granzyme-B mediated cytolytic pathway. NK-92MI cells 

also had been considered as a highly promising candidate for aoptive cell transfer 

immunotherapy91,106,108–111. Therefore, in my PhD study I chose NK-92MI as a model 
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cell line and compare its cytotoxic dynamics and characteristics with those of primary 

NK cells purified from human blood. U-2 OS, a human epithelial cancer cell line derived 

from osteosarcoma, was used as the model cancer target. Primary human NK cells were 

freshly isolated from blood of healthy donor by negative selection, and used either 

immediately for experiments or after 3-day culture in medium supplemented with 

moderate level of Interleukin 2 (IL-2, 10 ng/ml). Figure 3.1A shows time-lapse images of 

primary NK cells or NK92-MI in co-culture with U-2 OS. The small, suspending NK 

cells are easily distinguishable morphologically from the large, adherent target cancer 

cell, U-2 OS, based on phase-contrast images. Target U-2 OS cell death was scored by 

cell rounding and lysis, based on which I plotted the killing kinetics as cumulative 

survival curves of the target U-2 OS cells (Fig. 3.1B). Three distinct dynamic features 

were immediately observable that varied between primary NK cells and NK92-MI. 

Firstly, the size of NK92-MI cells was significantly larger than that of the primary NK 

cells. The average diameter of NK92-MI cells were about 3-fold larger than the freshly 

isolated primary NK cells. Secondly, freshly isolated primary NK cells changed from 

ball-like shape to an elongated, polarized morphology after 6-10 hours in culture, while 

the majority of NK92-MI cells did not prominently exhibit such elongated morphology. 

Polarization is known to be important for NK cell activation, migration and target 

recognition 112. However, the lack of polarization in NK92-MI did not appear to affect its 

killing efficiency, indicating that NK92-MI may be highly activated and thus do not 

require the polarization, e.g., for target recognition. Thirdly, contacts between primary 

NK and U-2 OS cells (scored by co-localization of the two cell types) were in general 

short, less than 20 minutes, while NK92-MI often assumed very long contact (> 1 hour) 
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with the target cells. Fourthly, at the same NK-to-target cell ratio (2:1), NK92-MI killed 

more than 20-fold faster than fresh primary NK cells. Increasing the concentration of 

primary NK cells or pre-activating them with IL-2 for 3 days significantly increased the 

NK cell cytotoxic activity (Fig. 3.1B).  

Most literature on NK cell cytotoxicity focused on the rapid target killing by way of 

lytic granule transfer, which results in target cell death due to granzyme-B mediated 

proteolysis. The much slower killing dynamics that I observed with primary NK cells in 

culture led me to investigate whether the lytic granule/granzyme-B pathway played a 

lesser role in the cytotoxicity of primary NK cells as compared to NK92-MI. To monitor 

lytic granule/granzyme-B specific NK cell killing, I generated fluorescent U-2 OS 

reporter cell line that stably expresses a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 

construct, consisting of a cyan (CFP, donor) and yellow (YFP, receptor) fluorescent 

protein linked by a peptide substrate specific to granzyme-B, i.e., VGPDFGR 91. Upon 

lytic granule transfer and release of granzyme-B into the target cell, granzyme-B cleaves 

the peptide linker of the FRET reporter and thus energy transfer from CFP to YFP is lost, 

resulting in decrease of YFP fluorescence (denoted in green) and increase of cyan 

fluorescence (denoted in blue) (Fig. 3.1C). Analysis of the FRET signal preceding 

individual cell death showed that about 71% of U-2 OS cell death activated by NK92-MI 

was preceded by a FRET signal change, indicating the cytotoxic process is mainly 

mediated by the lytic granule pathway and granzyme-B (Fig. 3.1D). However, only about 

13% target U-2 OS cell death triggered by fresh primary NK cells (at 5:1 NK-to-target 

ratio) was preceded by the granzyme-B specific FRET signal change. Pre-activating 

primary NK cells with IL-2 for 3 days increased granzyme-B mediated killing to about 
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32%, but the majority of target cell death remained non-granzyme-B dependent. These 

results point to important mechanistic difference in how primary NK cells elicits killing 

of adherent cancer target in comparison to the highly activated NK92-MI.   
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Figure 3.1. Cytotoxic dynamics of primary NK cells are distinct from NK cell line, 

NK92-MI. (A) Phase-contrast images of distinct NK cells in co-culture with a human 

cancer cell line, U-2 OS, acquired from live-cell imaging. NK cells were added at time 0 

(time is indicated in unit of hours at the upper corner of the still images). Cell death was 

scored by cell lysis. (B) Cumulative survival curves of target U-2 OS cells at the 

indicated co-culture condition: with NK92-MI at 2:1 NK-to-target ratio (denoted in black 

circle); with fresh primary NK cells at 2:1 (green circle) or 5:1 (green triangle) NK-to-

target cell ratio; with 3-day IL-2 cultured primary NK cells at 2:1 (red circle) or 5:1 (red 

triangle) NK-to-target cell ratio. For all imaging experiments with primary NK cells, 50 

ng/ml IL-2 was supplemented in the medium. Data were averaged from 2 or 3 

independent imaging experiments and the number of cells analyzed ranges from 55 to 
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115, varied between conditions and experiments. Individual target U-2 OS cells were 

monitored by phase-contrast and fluorescent time-lapse microscopy, and time from NK 

cell addition to morphological target cell death was analyzed and plotted as cumulative 

survival curves. (C) Fluorescent images of the granzyme-B FRET reporter from U-2 OS 

cells alone (1st column), U-2 OS in co-culture with NK92-MI for 10 hrs (2nd column) 

and U-2 OS in co-culture with 3-day IL-2 cultured primary NK cells for 10 hrs (3rd 

column). The images are overlay of the CFP (denoted by blue) and YFP (denoted by 

green) channels. (D) Distribution of the granzyme-B dependent (solid gray column) and 

independent (open column) killing of U-2 OS cells by different NK cells at the indicated 

co-culture conditions. The NK-to-target cell ratio is indicated at the top of the respective 

data set. 
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3.2 Granzyme-B independent cytotoxicity of primary NK cell is mainly mediated 

by Fas ligand  

The non-granzyme-B mediated cytotoxicity by primary NK cell could be mediated 

by two possible mechanisms, one still involving lytic granule but different granzymes 

(e.g., granzyme M113), and the other involving extrinsic apoptosis triggered by death 

ligand. To examine whether lytic granule transfer is still responsible for target cell death 

not associated with granzyme-B activity, I used a calcium chelating regent, EGTA, to 

inhibit lytic granule transfer and measured the consequent NK cell activity. The presence 

of EGTA significantly attenuated the overall cytotoxicity of primary NK cells and 

abrogated nearly all target cell death mediated by granzyme-B (Fig. 3.2A), confirming 

the effect of EGTA in preventing lytic granule transfer and subsequent granzyme release 

into target cell. After 24 hours of NK-U-2 OS cell co-culture in EGTA, about 40% of U-2 

OS cell death that were independent of FRET signal change still occurred (Fig. 3.2A), 

and the non-FRET associated target cell death increased to about 60% at 36 hours (data 

not shown). These data suggest that the granzyme-B independent killing by primary NK 

cells is largely mediated by cytotoxic pathway(s) not involving lytic granule transfer.  

Activation of extrinsic apoptosis by death receptor binding is a second well-known, 

but less studied, mechanism by which NK cells elicit cytotoxicity. To determine whether 

extrinsic apoptosis is responsible for the granzyme-B independent target cell death that I 

observed, I knocked down caspase-8, the initiator caspase for extrinsic apoptosis, in U-2 

OS cells by RNA interference (RNAi). Knockdown of caspase-8 significantly attenuated 

primary NK cell cytotoxicity, in particular reducing the percentage of target cell death 

that is independent of granzyme-B activity (i.e., no change in GzmB-FRET signal) from 
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about 65% to 25%, strongly suggesting the majority of this population of cell death is 

activated by caspase-8 mediated extrinsic apoptosis (Fig. 3.2B). As NK cells highly 

express Fas ligand (FasL)57, I next investigated whether the observed extrinsic apoptosis 

was triggered by FasL binding to the death receptor, Fas/CD95, on U-2 OS cell surface. 

As shown in Figure 3.2C, silencing the FasL signaling pathway by an anti-Fas 

neutralizing antibody (1.5 µg/ml) particularly attenuated the granzyme-B independent 

NK cell killing, reducing the extent of U-2 OS cell death with no FRET signal change 

again from about 65% to 25%, similar to the degree of cytotoxicity attenuation observed 

with caspase-8 knockdown. Therefore, our results illustrate that FasL is the major death 

ligand on primary NK cells that contributes to the activation of target cell death through 

extrinsic apoptosis, although a remaining 25% of granzyme-B independent killing 

appeared to be mediated by other non-lytic granule cytotoxic mechanism(s), possibly 

through cytokines, such as TNF-α and Interferon-γ 114,115. 
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Figure 3.2. Granzyme-B independent killing by primary NK cells is mainly mediated by 

extrinsic apoptosis induced by FasL. Cumulative survival curves and distributions of 

granzyme-B and non-granzyme-B dependent target cell death quantified from U-2 OS 

cells in co-culture with primary NK cells (3-day cultured in IL-2) plus the indicated 

treatment: (A) 0.8 mM EGTA, (B) RNAi knockdown of caspase-8 and (C) 1.5 µg/ml 

anti-Fas neutralizing antibody. Data were averaged from 2 independent imaging 

experiments and the number of cells analyzed ranges from 64 to 155, varied between 

conditions and experiments.  
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3.3 Gradual caspase-8 induction triggered by transient FasL binding versus switch-

like granzyme-B activation upon lytic granule transfer 

The fact that primary NK cells simultaneously activates cancer cell death at least by 

two distinct cytotoxic pathways, i.e., FasL and lytic granule, raised intriguing questions 

regarding the rate-limiting kinetics of these two distinct killing modes and how their 

respective characteristics determine the likelihood of an individual target cancer cell die 

of one or the other cytotoxic mechanism. As indicated by results shown in Figure 3.1C, 

target cell killing by the granzyme-B dependent mechanism mostly occurred early, while 

a significant percentage of the non-granzyme-B dependent target cell death occurred at 

later time frames. Such kinetic difference between the two distinct killing modes 

prompted me to further compare their induction characteristics in real time. The FRET 

signal specific to granzyme-B activation provides a convenient measure to quantify 

induction dynamics of the lytic granule pathway. In order to also monitor the activation 

dynamics of extrinsic apoptosis resulting from FasL binding, I engineered another U-2 

OS reporter cell line that expresses a FRET construct, consisting of a CFP and a YFP 

linked by peptide substrate specific to caspase-8116. In addition, I incorporated a red 

fluorescent reporter of mitochondria, IMS-RP116, in both the caspase-8 and granzyme-B 

FRET reporter cell lines. As an abrupt transition from punctate to smooth localization of 

IMS-RP fluorescence corresponds to mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization 

(MOMP), the committed step of apoptosis, the IMS-RP reporter allowed me to analyze 

kinetics of primary NK cell killing (i.e., FRET signal change) relative to the precise onset 

of target cell death (i.e., MOMP) in real time. And I quantified the FRET signal as ratio 

of the CFP and YFP fluorescence in individual U-2 OS cell, i.e., an increase in FRET 
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ratio corresponds to increase of the respective protease activity.  

This single-cell analysis revealed distinct activation dynamics of caspase-8 and 

granzyme-B preceding MOMP. The caspase-8 FRET ratio in individual U-2 OS cell 

exhibited a gradual increase before MOMP. And the rate of increase accelerated in a step-

wise manner for some target cells, indicating caspase-8 in these cells were sequentially 

activated by FasL-Fas conjugations with multiple primary NK cells (Fig. 3.3A). 

Moreover, NK-U-2 OS cell conjugations that led to the increase of caspase-8 activity 

were always short, less than 2 minutes (the frame rate of my imaging experiments). Due 

to such transient nature of NK-U-2 OS conjugation in activating FasL signaling, very 

limited amount of caspase-8 was likely activated, thus requiring an extended period of 

accumulation, and often multiple successful cytotoxic NK-U-2OS conjugations, to reach 

the threshold of MOMP for triggering target cancer cell death. In contrast, the granzyme-

B FRET ratio showed an abrupt, switch-like increase before MOMP and this rapid 

induction of granzyme-B activity involved a single, sustained NK-U-2 OS cell 

conjugation that typically persisted for 10-20 minutes (Fig. 3.3B). Hence, primary NK 

cell killing by lytic granule transfer appeared to occur in an all-or-none manner, and the 

long NK-target conjugation upon killing by lytic granule transfer was distinct from the 

transient conjugation for FasL-mediated cytotoxicity, which probably ensures extensive 

lytic granule transfer and activation of high level of granzyme-B activity to trigger rapid 

target cell death. 

By staining the lytic granule with an acidic organelle marker, Lysobrite, I next 

studied in more details the dynamics of lytic granule transfer relative to NK-target cell 

conjugation, the onset of protease activity and target cell death. As shown in Figure 3.3C, 
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polarized primary NK cell stored the lytic granules in its tail, as it moved and transiently 

interacted with the target U-2 OS cell. Such localization of lytic granules probably 

prevents undesirable leakage of lytic granules to target cancer cell in the absence of 

proper cytolytic conjugation during the constant, transient contact between NK and target 

cells. Upon recognition and formation of a cytolytic conjugation, the lytic granules 

translocated to the leading front and then transferred into target cells, with each kinetic 

step taking about 2 minutes (Fig. 3.3D). The lysobrite imaging results also confirmed 

there was no lytic granule leakage during all the transient NK-U-2 OS cell interactions. 

In the presence of EGTA, primary NK cells were still able to recognize and form 

sustained conjugation with the target U-2 OS cells. However, even though the lytic 

granules successfully translocated to the NK cell front, further transfer into the target 

cells was abrogated due to the absence of calcium flux; and the NK cell eventually came 

off the target after 40 minutes to 1 hour (Fig. 3.3D). As I observed no lytic granule 

transfer under EGTA treatment, it further indicated that the granzyme-B independent NK 

cell cytotoxicity is unlikely to be mediated by alternative granzymes. Interestingly, by 

imaging the caspase-8 FRET reporter together with lysobrite, I found a number of U-2 

OS cells exhibited a gradual induction of caspase-8 activation before encountering a 

sustained lytic NK-U-2 OS cell conjugation followed by lytic granule transfer and rapid 

target cell death (Fig. 3.3D). This observation revealed that a portion of U-2 OS cells that 

appeared to die of the lytic granule mechanism were in fact killed by the combined 

mechanism of FasL and lytic granule; and the FasL pathway contributed to lytic granule-

mediated NK cell killing by activating caspase-8 and sensitizing the target cells to 

MOMP. 
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Figure 3.3. The FasL and lytic granule cytotoxic pathways exhibited distinct activation 

kinetics and involved different types of NK-target cell conjugation. (A) Induction 

kinetics of caspase-8 by FasL. Upper panel: Still images were obtained from live-cell 

imaging of caspase-8 FRET reporter. The onset of apoptosis was scored by a change 

from punctate to smooth distribution in the fluorescence of the mitochondria reporter, 

IMS-RP (marked as MOMP on the corresponding image). Time is indicated in the unit of 

hour:minute. Lower panel: Representative time courses of the FRET signal ratio from 

individual U-2 OS cells, calculated as the ratio of CFP and YFP fluorescence from the 

caspase-8 FRET reporter. The time of MOMP is indicated by the red vertical line. (B) 
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Induction kinetics of granzyme-B quantified based on fluorescence of the granzyme-B 

FRET reporter. (C) Localization of lytic granules in primary NK cells probed by an 

acidic granule marker, lysobrite. The images were overlay of the phase-contrast and red 

fluorescent channels. (D) Dynamics of lytic granule upon NK-target cell interaction 

under the indicated conditions. The images were overlay of the CFP (blue) and YFP 

(green) fluorescence from the respective FRET reporter and red fluorescence from 

lysobrite. The specific interacting NK cells are indicated by the white arrows. 
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3.4 Interleukin 2 promotes cancer target detection by NK cell and increases NK-

target cell interaction  

In all the experiments discussed above, I supplemented the primary NK-U-2OS cell 

co-culture with high Interleukin 2 (IL-2, 50 ng/ml), as IL-2 is a well-known cytokine that 

promotes NK cell survival and cytotoxicity. Previous studies have shown the agonist 

effect of IL-2 on NK cell cytotoxicity is partly through activating expression of perforin, 

granzyme-B and FasL58,117. Using the single cell imaging assay, I next examined whether 

IL-2, in addition to transcriptional activation of cytotoxic genes, modulates other aspects 

of the dynamic control of NK-cancer cell interaction. I first compared the killing kinetics 

of primary NK cell (3-day cultured) under high (i.e., 50 ng/ml) versus low (i.e., 0.2 ng/ml) 

IL-2 supplement. Treatment condition of low IL-2, instead of no IL-2, was chosen for the 

comparison because I found primary NK cell did not survive in culture in the absence of 

IL-2. High level of IL-2 induced more rapid and extensive U-2 OS cell killing (Fig. 

3.4A), and granzyme-B independent killing became an even more dominant cytotoxic 

mechanism under low IL-2 (Fig. 3.4A).  Given that the primary NK cells had been pre-

activated by IL-2 for 3 days prior to experiments, the expression level of cytotoxic genes 

should be relatively similar. Therefore, the dose-dependent effect of IL-2 on NK cell 

cytotoxicity that I observed was likely due to additional regulatory mechanism(s). 

One distinctive dynamic feature that I observed under low IL-2 is that primary NK 

cells generally assumed less contacts with the target cancer cells, as compared to that 

under high IL-2. Figure 3.4B shows representative NK cell trajectories near the target U-

2 OS cell under high and low IL-2. NK cells under high IL-2 evidently stayed longer to 

the proximity of U-2 OS cells and were more likely to direct their movement towards the 
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cancer target, indicating IL-2 promotes target detection by NK cells, possibly by 

enhancing NK cell sensing of the chemokine gradient secreted by the target cells. The 

average number of NK-U-2 OS cell contacts per hour (scored by co-localization) is 

plotted in Figure 3.4C. On average, 13 contacts per hour were observed between NK 

cells and a target U-2 OS cell under high IL-2, in comparison to 5 contacts per hour 

under low IL-2. In addition, while contact frequency significantly decreased in time 

under low IL-2, high IL-2 maintained a relatively constant NK-target cell contact 

frequency. I observed no significant difference in contact duration under high and low 

IL-2, with most NK-target cell interactions being of transient nature, persisting less than 

4 minutes (Fig. 3.4D). In summary, my results suggest that in addition to 

transcriptionally activating cytotoxic genes, IL-2 also enhances NK cell cytotoxicity by 

promoting target detection by NK cells and increasing NK-target cell interaction 

frequency. 
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Figure 3.4. IL-2 regulates the directionality of NK cell movement towards the target cell 

and the frequency of NK-target cell contact. (A) Comparison of primary NK cell (3-day 

cultured in IL-2) cytotoxicity under high (50 ng/ml) and low (0.2 ng/ml) IL-2 supplement. 

Data were averaged from 4 independent experiments and the number of cells analyzed 

ranges from 51 to 84, varied between conditions and experiments. (B) Representative NK 

cell trajectories, as they move around the target cells under high vs. low IL-2. (C) 

Average number of contacts per hour and (D) average contact duration between a target 

U-2 OS cell and NK cells under high vs. low IL-2. Data for each condition were 

averaged from 10 individual target U-2 OS cells from 2 independent experiments. 
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Chapter 4    Target  specificity of cytotoxic 

dynamics of primary human NK cell 

 

4.1 Cytotoxic mode and kinetics of primary NK cell depended on target cell type 

Based on the live-cell imaging assays elaborated in Chapter 3, I went on to examine 

how cytotoxic dynamics of primary human NK cell may vary when encountering 

different target cell types. For this investigation, I chose one normal and four cancer 

culture cell lines as NK cell targets for comparison, including LO2 (normal hepatic cell 

line derived by immortalization), HeLa (derived from cervix adenocarcinoma), SMMC-

7721 (derived from hepatocarcinoma), MCF7 (derived from breast adenocarcinoma), and 

U-2 OS (derived from bone osteosarcoma). These cell lines were chosen, as they 

exhibited variable sensitivity to primary NK cell killing (Fig. 4.1A). Similar to U-2 OS 

cells, I first generated fluorescent reporter cell lines for each of the four additional cell 

lines with the granzyme-B FRET (GzmB-FRET) reporter and the mitochondria reporter, 

IMS-RP, and then selected isogenic clones that exhibited sensitivity to primary NK cell 

killing similar to the parental lines. As shown in Figure 4.1A, when in co-culture with 

primary NK cell that were pre-activated by IL-2 for three days and under a NK-to-target 

cell ratio of 3:1 (this condition was used for all NK-target cell co-culture measurements 

elaborated in this chapter), the normal cell line, LO2, was the most resistant to NK cell 

killing, which is consistent with NK cell’s function in eliminating abnormal cells. And 

the cancer cell lines, SMMC-7721 and MCF7, were the most sensitive, with MCF7 
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exhibiting the fastest kinetics to cell death.  

In addition to the variable sensitivity to primary NK cell killing, the different target 

cell types also showed cell death response through distinct cytotoxic pathways (Figure 

4.1B). About 60% cell death seen in target cell, SMMC-7721, were preceded by a loss of 

the granzyme-B FRET signal that resulted in an increase of CFP signal. Loss of 

granzyme-B FRET was followed by MOMP, illustrated by the abrupt transition from 

punctate to smooth localization of the fluorescence signal from the mitochondria reporter, 

IMS-RP. As discussed in Chapter 3, such combined characteristics from the two 

fluorescent reporters suggested NK cell killing of SMMC-7721 was mainly through lytic 

granule-mediated apoptosis (Fig. 4.1B). Cytotoxicity against U-2 OS cells had been 

previously determined as being primarily mediated by death ligand, FasL, and extrinsic 

apoptosis, as U-2 OS cell death was preceded by MOMP, but mostly not associated with 

any change of the granzyme-B FRET signal (refer to the steady CFP signal in the right 

panel of Fig. 4.1B). Intriguingly, analysis of the target cell line panel revealed a third 

cytotoxic mode employed by primary NK cell. Unlike SMMC-7721 and U-2 OS, the 

majority of cell death observed in MCF7 cells was not preceded by MOMP, indicating it 

was not classic apoptosis. Moreover, signal from the granzyme-B FRET reporter was 

abruptly lost upon extensive MCF7 cell blebbing, pointing to large-scale leakage of 

intracellular content likely due to membrane ruptures. Such dynamic features were 

consistent with necrotic cell death, whose relevance in NK cell cytotoxicity is largely 

uncharacterized. 

Figure 4.1C summarized the percentage of live target cells and the cell death 

population through the three distinct cytotoxic mechanisms of primary NK cell in the 
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five target cell lines, including lytic granule-mediated apoptosis, death ligand-mediated 

apoptosis and necrosis after 12 hours of NK-target cell co-culture. The two most 

sensitive target cell lines, SMMC-7721 and MCF7, which showed rapid kinetics of cell 

death induction, were killed mainly (around 60%) through lytic granule or necrosis, 

while cytotoxicity mediated by death ligand on NK cell surface was more dominant 

towards the less sensitive target cell types, U-2 OS, HeLa and LO2. This implied 

cytotoxic dynamics induced by lytic granule and necrosis were faster than that by death 

ligand and that target cells susceptible to these two cytotoxic modes can be eliminated by 

NK cell more effectively. Moreover, all target cell lines showed substantial cell death 

triggered by death ligand of NK cell, ranging from 23% to 57% of the total target cell 

population. In contrast, the extent of cell death activated by lytic granule and necrosis 

varied more significantly between the different target cell lines, ranging from 1% to 54% 

for the lytic granule mode and 1% to 57% for the necrotic mode. Such large variability in 

sensitivity to NK cell killing by lytic granule and necrosis indicated activation of these 

two cytotoxic modes was highly specific to target cell types. 
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Figure 4.1. Characteristics of cytotoxic dynamics of primary NK cell against five 

different target cell lines. (A) Cumulative survival curves of target cells, including LO2 

(denoted in grey), HeLa (green), U-2 OS (blue), SMMC-7721 (magenta) and MCF7 (red), 

under co-culture with primary NK cell at a NK-to-target cell ratio of 3:1. For all co-
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culture experiments, 50 ng/ml IL-2 was supplemented in the medium. Individual target 

cells were monitored by phase-contrast and fluorescent time-lapse microscopy, and time 

from NK cell addition to morphological target cell death was analyzed and plotted as 

cumulative survival curves. Data were averaged from 2 independent imaging 

experiments and the number of cells analyzed ranges from 40 to 223, varied between 

experiments and target cell lines. (B) Left panels: Fluorescent images of the granzyme-B 

(GzmB) FRET reporter and the corresponding mitochondria reporter, IMS-RP, from 

SMMC-7721, U-2 OS and MCF7. The GzmB-FRET images are overlay of the CFP 

(denoted by blue) and YFP (denoted by green) channels. Time (unit: hour:minute) is 

indicated at the top left corner of each GzmB-FRET image. Right panels: Representative 

single cell trajectories of CFP signal quantified by monitoring CFP fluorescence over 

time for the above three target cell lines. The time of MOMP, scored by IMS-RP signal, 

is indicated by the red vertical line. And the time of death, scored morphologically by 

cell blebbing and lysis, is indicated by the blue vertical line. (C) Distributions of live and 

dead target cells killed by the three distinct cytotoxic mechanisms of primary NK cells 

after 12 hours of co-culture, as discussed in the text. Data were averaged from 2 

independent imaging experiments and the error bars indicate standard deviations.  
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4.2 Mechanism of necrotic death induced by primary NK cell 

As necrotic death is associated with membrane rupture, I hypothesized that 

membrane pores formed by perforin at the NK-target cell conjugation may be involved in 

triggering the necrotic death and membrane rupture. To examine the role of perforin in 

the necrotic mode of NK cell cytotoxicity, I pre-treated primary NK cells with 

Concanamycin A (CMA), an inhibitor of perforin, at saturating dosage (1 µM), and then 

co-cultured the NK cells with MCF7 cells, the target cell line that showed high level of 

necrotic death in the presence of primary NK cells (CMA was included in the co-culture 

medium to maintain perforin inhibition). As shown in Figure 4.2A and 4.2B, the 

presence of CMA significantly attenuated MCF7 cell death induced by primary NK cells, 

and the reduction in overall target MCF7 cell death was mostly due to the decrease of 

necrotic death, which decreased from 52% to 4% of the target cell population after 12 

hours of co-culture. This result illustrated a key role played by perforin in mediating the 

necrotic cytotoxicity of primary NK cells. 

Given that lytic granule-mediated cytotoxicity of NK cells and necrotic death are 

both mediated by perforin, it is unclear how these two cytotoxic modes could be 

differentially activated by the same NK cells towards different target cell types, e.g., 

SMMC-7721 vs. MCF7. A simple possibility is that perforin may form pores of different 

sizes, depending on the target cell characteristics. For small pores, granzyme-B could be 

released without significant disruption of the target cell membrane, thus allowing the 

more controlled apoptosis to occur. In contrast, If the pores are large, target cell 

membrane would rupture, leading to necrotic death. To test this hypothesis, I performed a 

dose titration of CMA to partially inhibit perforin, thus potentially reducing the pore 
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sizes in MCF7 cells,  and examined effect on the extent of necrosis and lytic granule-

mediated apoptosis induced by primary NK cells. I found 4 to 5 nM CMA partially 

inhibited the degree of necrotic death in MCF7 cells, i.e., from about 60% to 30%, 

indicating perforin activity was partially inhibited at this dosage. Interestingly, the 

decrease in necrotic death was accompanied by an evident increase of lytic-granule-

mediated apoptosis (from 5% to 20%), demonstrating that partial inhibition of perforin in 

MCF7 cells promoted lytic-granule-mediated cytotoxicity of primary NK cells, likely 

due to the reduction in membrane pore size. Further studies, such as by super-resolution 

imaging of the perforin pores at NK-target cell conjugation, are needed to confirm  this 

result and elucidate the underlying dynamic mechanisms.   
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Figure 4.2. Necrotic death induced by primary NK cells is likely due to large membrane 

pores formed by perforin. (A) Cumulative survival curves of MCF7 cells after 12 hours 

of co-culture with primary NK cells (3-day cultured in IL-2) at NK-to-target cell ratio of 

3:1 under control condition or in the presence of 1 µM Concanamycin A (CMA). Data 

were averaged from 2 independent imaging experiments and the number of cells 

analyzed ranges from 73 to 149. (B) Distributions of live and dead MCF7 cells killed by 

the three distinct cytotoxic mechanisms of primary NK cells under the indicated 
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treatment condition. Data were averaged from 2 independent imaging experiments and 

the error bars indicate standard deviations. (C) Distribution of the live and dead MCF7 

cells after 12 hours of co-culture with primary NK cells as a function of CMA 

concentration. 
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4.3 Target specificity of NK cell cytotoxic activity on inhibitory and activating NK 

cell receptors  

As my data showed highly variable sensitivity of different target cell lines to the 

three cytotoxic modes of primary NK cell, a crucial mechanistic question is what controls 

the target specificity of NK cell cytotoxicity. As discussed in the Introduction, NK-target 

cell interactions are primarily regulated by collective signaling from multiple inhibitory 

and activating receptors on NK cell surface. To determine how individual as well as 

combination of these receptors contribute to NK cell cytotoxic activity against distinct 

target cell types and pinpoint receptors associated with particular cytotoxic modes and 

kinetics, I used neutralizing antibodies to block NK-target cell interaction through 

specific inhibitory or activating receptor(s), and then compared the extent and kinetics of 

target cell death with those under the control condition. Specifically, I examined the 

potential functional involvement of two types of inhibitory receptors, KIRs and NKG2A 

(CD94), and three activating receptors that are important for cancer target recognition, 

including NKG2D (CD314), DNAM-1 (CD226) and NKp46 (CD335)44,46–49. As there 

are several KIRs that recognize different HLA molecules on target cell surface, to 

simplify the analysis I used a broad-spectrum neutralizing antibody against HLA-A, -B 

and -C on target cell surface to block interaction of all KIRs and human MHCI molecules 

as a whole, instead of examining the individual KIR.  

To take HeLa cells as an example, as expected, blocking the inhibitory NK-HeLa 

cell interaction via both MHCI molecules and NKG2A accelerated and enhanced HeLa 

cell killing by primary NK cell, with MHCI neutralization showing a stronger effect (Fig. 

4.3A). Moreover, simultaneous blockage of MHCI molecules and NKG2A further 
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increased NK cell cytotoxic activity towards HeLa cells, resulting in a degree of cell 

death similar to that observed in the sensitive target cell lines, such as SMMC-7721. 

Neutralizing the activating receptors on NK cell exerted less prominent effect in altering 

(i.e., attenuating) the cell death response of HeLa, possibly due to the fact that HeLa cells 

under control condition (i.e., no perturbation of receptor activity) are already relatively 

resistant to primary NK cell killing. Inhibition of NKG2D activity exhibited a stronger 

effect in attenuating HeLa cell death than neutralizing DNAM-1 or NKp46 (Fig. 4.3B). 

Double blocking of NKG2D plus DNAM-1 or NKp46 further rescued HeLa cell death 

induced by primary NK cells, confirming that the cytotoxic dynamics of primary NK 

cells were regulated by collective, rather than individual, signaling receptors. In terms of 

potential differential role of the receptors in modulating the three distinct cytotoxic 

modes of primary NK cell, my results did not show obvious receptor-specific effect that 

correlated with the cytotoxic mode. Percentages of NK cell killing mediated by lytic 

granule, death ligand and necrosis all increased upon blockage of the inhibitory 

interaction between KIRs and MHCI molecules on HeLa cells, and decreased upon 

neutralizing NKG2D alone or in combination with DNAM-1 or NKp46 (except the 

necrotic population) (Fig. 4.3C), pointing to more complex mechanism(s) that determines 

the specificity of cytotoxic mode of primary NK cell. 

To further examine variable receptor dependence of NK-target cell interaction in the 

five target cell lines, I plotted percentages of the live as well as dead target cells killed by 

the three cytotoxic modes under different receptor neutralization conditions relative to 

those of control, i.e., no receptor blockage, in Figure 4.3D. Intuitively, data points along 

the diagonal indicated no change relative to the control condition, and the further away 
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the data points were from the diagonal, the larger the effect of the particular receptor 

inhibition was to alter the cell death response to NK cell cytotoxicity. Similar to HeLa, 

neutralization of the inhibitory KIRs-MHCI interaction exerted stronger effect than 

blocking NKG2A in enhancing cell death response of the other four target cell lines, and 

loss of NKG2D activity exerted the strongest effect among the three activating receptors 

in attenuating target cell death. Double inhibition of NKG2D and DNAM-1 nearly 

blocked cell death response of target cell lines that are sensitive to primary NK cell 

killing, including U-2 OS, SMMC-7721 and MCF7. Given that these three cell lines died 

through distinct cytotoxic pathways, the activating receptors, NKG2D and DNAM-1, 

alone were unlikely to confer target specificity of NK cell in terms of the cytotoxic 

mechanism. Nonetheless, perturbing the NK cell receptors (both inhibitory and activating) 

did appear to alter cell death response of the different target cell lines through one 

particular cytotoxic mode, illustrated by the large vertical spread of data away from the 

diagonal in Fig. 4.3D, including lytic granule-mediated death for SMMC-7721, death 

ligand-mediated death for HeLa and to a lesser extent for LO2 and U-2 OS, and necrotic 

death for MCF7. I therefore think my data still argued for the presence of target-specific 

mechanism in activating a particular cytotoxic mode of primary NK cell, although the 

receptor-ligand blocking analysis did not identify any well-known NK receptor that 

renders such target specificity.  
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Figure 4.3. Blocking inhibitory and activating receptors of primary NK cells showed 

differential effect on altering cell death response of the five target cell lines. (A) 

Cumulative survival curves of HeLa cells in co-culture with primary NK cell in the 

presence of single or double inhibitory receptor blocking (left panel) or activating 

receptor blocking (right panel). (B) Distributions of live and dead HeLa cells killed by 

the three distinct cytotoxic modes of primary NK cells after 12 hours of co-culture under 

the indicated blocking conditions. Data were averaged from 2 or 3 independent imaging 

experiments and the error bars indicate standard deviations. (C) Percentage of live cells 

(upper left panel) and cells dying through lytic granule (with FRET signal loss, upper 

right panel), death ligand (without FRET signal loss, lower left panel) and necrosis 

(lower right panel) under different receptor blocking conditions in comparison with those 

under the control condition. Data from the five target cell lines were color coded as 

follows, LO2 in gray, HeLa in green, U-2 OS in blue, SMMC-7221 in magenta and 

MCF7 in red. The different single and double receptor blocking were denoted with the 

indicated symbols.  
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4.4 Differential expression of activating and inhibitory ligands on target cells 

To explore other potential regulators involved in rendering the target specificity of 

primary NK cell, I next examined the levels of various activating and inhibitory ligands 

expressed by the different target cell types on cell surface. The same inhibitory/activating 

NK cell receptor is known to interact with multiple ligands, for instance, the NKG2D 

activating receptor interacts with a number of cancer-associated NKG2D ligands, 

including MICA, MICB and different ULBPs46,51,82,90,118. It is thus possible that the target 

specificity is determined by the identity and level of a subset of activating and/or 

inhibitory ligands recognized by the NK cell receptor(s). Since neutralizing KIRs-MHCI 

interaction as well as NKG2D exhibited the strongest effect in altering target cell death 

induced by NK cell for all five target cell lines, human MHCI molecule, HLA-A,B,C, 

and NKG2D ligands, including MICA, MICB and ULBP-2,5,6, were chosen for the 

surface expression profiling analysis. In the analysis panel, I also included activating 

ligands for DNAM-1, including CD155 and CD112, as blocking DNAM-1 also notably 

attenuated NK cell killing, as well as the death receptor Fas and an integrin key for NK 

cell adhesion, ICAM-1 (CD54). The above ligands were stained with their respective 

fluorescent dye-conjugated primary antibodies and expression was then measured by 

flow cytometry (Fig. 4.4A). 

Quantification of the flow cytometry data showed variable sensitivity of the target 

cell lines to overall NK cell killing correlated well with the expression level of the 

inhibitory MHCI molecules, and to a lesser extent with MICB, but did not correlate with 

expression of the other NKG2D activating ligands, MICA and ULBPs, or the activating 

ligands for DNAM-1 (Fig. 4.4B). This suggested that the inhibitory strength between 
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KIRs of NK cells and MHCI molecules of the targets may provide the primary signal to 

modulate NK cell cytotoxicity against a particular target. However, the data again did not 

show any obvious correlative feature specific to the three distinct cytotoxic modes of 

primary NK cell. The only differential ligand expression that may potentially render 

specificity to necrotic killing is MICB. The MICB expression level in MCF7, a target cell 

line that was particularly prone to necrotic death, was 5-10 folds higher than that 

observed in the other four cell lines. The strong activating signal from MICB may 

facilitate formation of large perforin pores in the MCF7 cell membrane, thus leading to 

necrosis. This hypothesis clearly requires further investigation, e.g., with MICB-specific 

neutralizing antibody.  
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Figure 4.4. The five target cell lines expressed variable levels of NK cell activating and 

inhibitory ligands as well as Fas and integrin, ICAM-1, on cell surface. (A) Flow 

cytometry analysis of expressions of the selected surface proteins by staining with dye-

conjugated antibody specific to the protein (red curves) in comparison with dye-

conjugated, non-specific isotope control (black curves). (B) Comparison of the surface 

protein expression in the five target cell lines based on the average florescence signal 

from flow cytometry analysis of each protein staining. Cell lines were color coded as 

indicated. Data were averaged from 2 independent flow cytometry analyses (>1×104 cells 

were counted in each analysis) and error bars are standard deviations. 
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Chapter 5    Discussion and Conclusion 

By simultaneously monitoring and quantifying the real-time dynamics of multiple 

cytotoxic pathways that contribute to NK-target cell interaction, my PhD study 

pinpointed, at the single cell level, how activation of the distinct cytotoxic modes of 

primary human NK cell, including lytic granule-mediated apoptosis, death ligand-

mediated apoptosis and necrosis, varies kinetically and against different target cell types, 

thus resulting in killing heterogeneity. The strong contribution that I observed from non-

lytic granule-mediated cytotoxicity, e.g., through FasL and necrosis, came as an 

unexpected result, as most NK cell studies in the literature reported on the dominant role 

of the lytic granule-mediated pathway. For the two less well-known cytotoxic modes of 

NK cell, my data revealed interesting new dynamic features and their associated 

regulatory mechanisms. For instance, I found that the death ligand signaling pathway not 

only directly triggers cancer cell death but also sensitizes some cancer cell, such as U-2 

OS, to cytotoxicity induced by lytic granule. Moreover, cytotoxicity triggered by the 

FasL pathway outweighs the lytic granule mechanism even more, under low NK-to-target 

cell ratio (i.e., 2:1 as compared to 5:1) and low level of activating cytokine, IL-2, 

conditions probably closer to in vivo situation, indicating that the death ligand-mediated 

mechanism may play a major role in exerting cytotoxicity for some target cell types in 

vivo. Extensive necrotic death was only observed in MCF7 cells, with rapid kinetics of 

cell death induction similar to lytic granule-mediated killing. Given the relatively low 

level of necrotic death in the other three target cancer cell lines that I studied, it is unclear 

whether the necrotic pathway is as physiologically relevant as the other two cytotoxic 
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modes in mediating primary NK cell activity. Overall, although my findings need to be 

further examined and validated using animal model, they still point to potentially 

important role of the non-lytic granule pathways in regulating the cytotoxicity of primary 

NK cell, which should be taken more into consideration, e.g., in the development of NK 

cell therapy. A recent study revealed an intricate control of tumor growth by NK cell 

uniquely through the FasL mechanism119, suggesting that the FasL mechanism may 

indeed be exploited to provide new targets and strategies for engineering primary NK 

cells for adoptive cell transfer therapy.   

In order to further investigate whether the three distinct cytotoxic modes are 

physiologically relevant to the real tumor immune defense in vivo, analysis of primary 

NK cell cytotoxic activity against 3D primary tumor organoids may be performed. The 

recent advances in 3D primary tumor organoid culture provide a new, and more 

physiologically relevant 3D tumor system to understand immune and tumor cell 

interactions120–122. By conducting the single cell imaging assays with co-culture of 

primary NK cells and 3D tumor organoids, it would likely reveal new dynamic insight 

towards understanding how the three different cytotoxic modes contribute to tumor cell 

elimination in a complex 3D tumor microenvironment. 

Moreover, as discussed above, extensive necrotic death was only observed in MCF7 

cells and the other three target cancer cell lines that I studied only exhibited relatively 

low level of necrotic death. This raises important question regarding the particular 

molecular and cellular characteristics that make MCF7 cells especially susceptible to die 

through necrosis upon interacting with primary NK cells. Based on results demonstrated 

in Chapter 4.2, investigating whether the pore size truly determines the choice of 
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cytotoxic modes made by MCF7 as well as quantifying the exact pore size that triggers 

necrosis will provide data to shed light on the activating signal for necrotic killing of 

MCF7 cells and other cancer target that harbors the same characteristics. Possible 

experiment includes using propidium iodide (PI) to first examine membrane leakage as a 

surrogate for pore formation on the MCF7 membrane before necrosis56. If accumulation 

of PI fluorescence is observed in the cytoplasm of the MCF7 cell prior to cell death, it 

will confirm my results obtained with the titration of perforin inhibitor CMA as discussed 

in chapter 4.2, and also confirm that the membrane pore formed before MCF7 necrosis 

and the observed necrosis is mediated by perforin and cytolytic granule. In addition, as 

necrosis induced by NK cells exhibited the fastest killing kinetics among the three 

cytotoxic modes, completing in only several minutes, in order to monitor the real-time 

dynamics of pore formation one would need high speed and high resolution microscope 

system, such as the light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM). I believe light-sheet 

imaging will provide new dynamic insight regarding the mechanism of pore formation 

that led to necrotic MCF7 cells upon interaction with primary NK cells. 

As the majority of target cells died after multiple interactions with the primary NK 

cells, and also that not all NK-target contacts led to target cell death, it raised an 

important question of what distinguishes the cytotoxic and non-cytotoxic contacts 

between NK and target cells. To acquire data on NK-target contact truly at the single cell 

level, the current bulk assay, i.e. co-cultures of a large number of NK cells with target 

cells, is deemed not suitable, as it is extremely difficult to track single NK cells when a 

large number of them move quickly in the field of view. The application of microfluidic 

chips, such as arrays of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) nanowell columns of 50-100 μm, 
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would be a good platform to encage single target cell with different number of NK cells 

(e.g., 1 to 5) and allow measurement of the NK-target interaction dynamics at the single 

cell level. PDMS is a biocompatible, nontoxic, transparent and non-fluorescent material, 

thus widely used for fabrication of microfluidic devices123,124. Some previous studies 

have already used microfluidic chips to investigate NK-target cell interaction dynamics. 

For instance, Björn Önfelt et al. illustrated that NK-target cell interaction dynamics could 

be scored and statistically quantified at single cell level by live-cell imaging with multi-

well microstructures93. They further utilized this multi-well microstructures technique to 

examine how the NK cell cytotoxicity, migration behavior, and NK-target cell interaction 

dynamics were affected by NK cell activating cytokines as well as expression levels of 

specific surface markers, such as KIRs and NKG2A etc125,126. Martin Wiklund et al. used 

a different design involving a sandwich-type microplate consisting one glass layer, one 

silicon layer and one PDMS layer. With the microplate device they characterized the 3D 

tumor structure with a culture cancer cell line HepG2 and monitored the migration and 

interaction dynamics of primary NK cells with the 3D tumor model127. Prof. S. Pang’s 

research group at the City University of Hong Kong also developed a microwell arrays 

with microchannel connections in PDMS substrates to study the NK-cancer cell 

interaction dynamics in a confined microenvironment128. Overall, inspired by these 

previous studies, in the future study the microfluidic chips with confined 

microenvironment will provide a very useful imaging platform to acquired more 

quantitative single cell data towards better understanding of the cytotoxic dynamics of 

NK cell towards distinct cancer target.  

In collaboration with Prof. S. Pang, prototypes of some possible PDMS chips for the 
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future single cell analysis have been fabricated. Figure 5.1 illustrates several examples of 

the PDMS chip designs. The arrays of PDMS nanowell columns of 50-150 μm (Fig.5.1 

A1-A3) were designed to encage single target cancer cell with up to five primary NK 

cells. With this PDMS nanowell chips, the NK-cancer cell interaction dynamics can be 

easily quantified at defined NK-to-target cell ratio. It is also possibl to employ the 

microfluidic platform to investigate dynamics of NK cell polarization and motility. The 

process of NK cell polarization and migration are known to be crucial for its activity, as 

NK cell polarization engenders the proper orientation for forming NK-target 

immunological synapse and also increases NK cell motility. NK cell motility is also 

believed to be the most critical factor in determining NK cell cytotoxicity towards tumor 

in vivo. To perform real-time tracking and quantification of NK cell polarization and 

motility, PDMS chips with distinct nanowells linked by channels of 5-10 μm width or 

different linkage shapes were designed (Fig.5.1 B and C). The different linkage sizes and 

shapes will allow me to examine how physical geometry affects NK cell motility both in 

terms of directionality and velocity in the presence vs. absence of target cell in the 

opposite reservoir. Moreover, it could be also a good idea to utilize simple one-

dimensional microfluidic channels of various widths to measure NK cell motility in 

response to defined cytokine or chemokine gradient (Fig.5.1 D). I can place primary NK 

cells at one end of the channel, then inject cytokine or chemokine that is known to 

activate NK cell activity (e.g., IL-2 and IL-15) through the other end of the channel, and 

then analyze the dynamics of NK cell polarization and motility in comparison with NK 

cell alone (without extra cytokine/chemokine) and NK cell in co-culture with target 

cancer cells. The combined data from the chip-assisted single cell analysis will allow me 
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to identify and quantify dynamic parameters underlying NK cell polarization and motility, 

and determine how alterations in specific micro-environmental parameters contribute to 

changes in NK cell migration towards the cancer targets.  
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D.

 

Figure 5.1. Examples of some design sketches of the PDMS chips. (A1-3) PDMS chips 

with nanowells in different size; (B) and (C) PDMS chips with different sizes of 

nanowells linked by 5-10 μm width channels in different length or different linkage 

shapes; (D) PDMS chips with channels linking the two pools. The right one is the full 

view structure of the chips, and the left one is with an enlarged scale. 
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Sensitivity of different target cell lines to primary NK cell killing was found to 

depend on and best correlate with the expression level of MHCI molecules on the target 

cell surface for both normal and cancer targets, indicating that the inhibitory strength 

between KIRs on NK cell and MHCI on target cells likely plays a key regulatory role. 

Surprisingly, I observed very high level of activating NKG2D ligands, such as MICA and 

ULBPs, on the normal cell line, LO2, which was contradictory to LO2’s resistance to NK 

cell killing and the common hypothesis that over-expression of NKG2D ligands are 

particularly associated with transformed tumor cells. This result has two implications. 

Firstly, it puts a cautious note on using NKG2D ligands to predict target sensitivity to NK 

cell therapy, as proposed by previous studies based on correlative analysis with mostly 

cancer cell lines76,83–85,92,118,129,130. Secondly, it accentuates the importance of collective 

signaling from multiple inhibitory and activating receptor-ligand interactions in 

determining the overall NK cell cytotoxicity against a target cell type. It is not yet clear 

how the individual receptor-ligand interactions quantitatively contribute to the collective 

activation signal, e.g., whether the signaling is simply additive or has differential 

dependence on particular receptor-ligand interaction. Both experimental and 

computational analyses are needed in order to characterize and quantify the multi-

signaling mechanism at the system level, which shall improve prediction of target 

sensitivity to NK cell killing, e.g., for cancer patients that may receive adoptive cell 

transfer therapy.  

Although the single cell data elucidated the differential rate-limiting kinetics 

associated with the three cytotoxic modes of primary NK cell, they fell short of 

identifying regulatory components/interactions that engender the target specificity of 
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these distinct cytotoxic pathways. The only potential correlate that I found specifically 

with necrotic death in MCF7 cells is surface expression level of MICB. Neutralizing 

antibody specific to MICB should be used in follow-up studies to test the functional 

contribution of MICB to the necrotic mode of primary NK cells. In a broader sense, the 

lack of obvious receptor-ligand interaction in regulating a particular cytotoxic signaling 

pathway may be due to the limited number of NK cell receptors and target ligands that 

were analyzed, or that the specificity is rendered by differential localization of the 

activating and inhibitory ligands on the target cell surface, rather than their expression 

levels. Another possibility is that target specificity is controlled by more complex 

mechanism beyond receptor-ligand interaction, e.g., by cytokine(s) secreted by NK cells 

upon recognition of the different target cell types, such as TNF-α and IFN-γ. Further 

study is clearly needed to explore the molecular and cellular mechanism underlying the 

target specificity of NK cell cytotoxic activity. Nonetheless, irrespective of the precise 

mechanism for target specificity, an important perspective from my PhD study is that 

primary human NK cells exerts cytotoxicity by multiple signaling pathways; and that 

these distinct cytotoxic modes occur simultaneously via differential kinetics, resulting in 

significant dynamic heterogeneity of NK cell activity and target-specific variability.   

In my study, I treated the primary NK cells as largely a homogeneous population. 

However, it is possible that the NK cell prep may contain NK cells of different cytotoxic 

capacity. To examine whether heterogeneity of NK cell populations differentially 

contributes to the three cytotoxic modes that I observed, in the future study, FACS 

sorting of the primary NK cells with specific surface marker to acquire different subsets 

of primary NK cells and then analyzing their respective cytotoxic dynamics towards the 
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five model target cell lines should be performed. Meanwhile, my data regarding the 

dependence of NK cell cytotoxic activity on different inhibitory and activating NK cell 

receptors suggested the presence of target-specific mechanism in activating a particular 

cytotoxic mode of primary NK cell. The reason why my data were unable to pinpoint 

their specific identify may be due to the possibility that the underlying specific immune 

checkpoint molecules are from a particular subsets of NK cells. By conducting the FACS 

sorting and then the receptor blocking imaging assays with the different subsets of 

primary NK cells, the molecular determinants for the distinct cytotoxic modes may be 

revealed. Elucidating the immune checkpoint molecules underlying specific cytotoxic 

modes of primary NK cell against different cancer type shall provide crucial new insight 

for developing more effective NK cell therapy for a broad spectrum of tumors. 

In addition to the cytotoxic mechanisms of primary NK cell, my data also revealed 

new kinetic feature in the NK-target cell interaction process. For instance, the live-cell 

imaging results illustrated that not all transient NK-cancer cell interactions that were not 

immediately followed by target cell death were functionally futile, as some of them were 

successful FasL-Fas conjugations that led to caspase-8 activation. However, questions 

remain what kinetic and phenotypic determinants distinguish the FasL-Fas conjugations 

from most transient NK-cancer cell interactions that did not activate caspase-8. The 

receptor neutralization experiments showed that loss of the inhibitory KIRs-MHCI 

interaction significantly enhanced death ligand-mediated cell death in HeLa cells, and 

loss of the activating receptors, NKG2D and DNAM-1, strongly reduced death ligand-

mediated death in U-2 OS cells. These data demonstrated that in addition to the death 

ligands on NK cells, the inhibitory and activating receptors also participate in 
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constraining or facilitating the death ligand-mediated cytotoxic signaling, most likely 

through modulating the FasL-Fas conjugation at the NK-target cell juncture. As 

individual primary NK cells may carry different amount of inhibitory and activating 

receptors, they would have variable capability to detect and interact with the target cell. 

Therefore, only transient interactions with a highly target-sensitive NK cell would lead to 

formation of FasL-Fas conjugation and subsequently activate caspase-8 and target cell 

death. Further study to unravel the specific molecular regulators of FasL-Fas conjugation, 

e.g., by simultaneously monitoring the FRET reporter and fluorescent reporter of distinct 

surface receptors, is needed to improve our mechanistic understanding of the dynamic 

control mediated by FasL signaling, and identify better cellular targets for engineering 

NK cells with enhanced killing efficacy.  
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